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Introduction: The ongoing SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has affected public health, the economy, and society. This study reported 
a nanotechnology-based strategy to enhance the antiviral efficacy of the antiviral agent remdesivir (RDS).
Results: We developed a nanosized spherical RDS-NLC in which the RDS was encapsulated in an amorphous form. The RDS-NLC 
significantly potentiated the antiviral efficacy of RDS against SARS-CoV-2 and its variants (alpha, beta, and delta). Our study revealed 
that NLC technology improved the antiviral effect of RDS against SARS-CoV-2 by enhancing the cellular uptake of RDS and reducing 
SARS-CoV-2 entry in cells. These improvements resulted in a 211% increase in the bioavailability of RDS.
Conclusion: Thus, the application of NLC against SARS-CoV-2 may be a beneficial strategy to improve the antiviral effects of 
antiviral agents.
Keywords: remdesivir, nanostructured lipid carrier, antiviral effect, SARS-CoV-2, virus entry

Introduction
At the end of 2019, coronavirus disease (COVID-19) emerged and began to spread worldwide. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) officially declared the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic in March 2020.1 COVID-19 is caused by 
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which has high transmissibility and infectivity. To date, 
over 150 million cases have been confirmed, with three million deaths worldwide.2 The COVID-19 pandemic is still 
ongoing and has greatly affected public health, the economy, and society. Despite an urgent need for treatment, there are 
currently no specific or effective agents against SARS-CoV-2.

SARS-CoV-2, which belongs to the genus Betacoronavirus, is a single-stranded RNA virus measuring less than 100 
nm that has a large number of glycosylated spike proteins (S-proteins) on its surface.3 These S-proteins play an important 
role in virus entry by binding to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) and CD147 receptors of the host cell.4,5 

Following virus entry into the host cell, viral RNA is released and translated by the ribosome. The translated polyproteins 
pp1a/pp1ab are then cleaved by the protease, after which the replicase–transcriptase complex is formed; it is this complex 
that initiates viral RNA synthesis.6 Virus particles, which are formed by the structural protein and viral RNA, are then 
released from the host cell. This increases the secretion of inflammatory cytokines by macrophages and monocytes,7 and 
leads to a cytokine storm that worsens the inflammatory state of the host.8 Moreover, the secretion of vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF), monocyte chemoattractant protein–1 (MCP-1), and IL-8 by the cytokine storm increases vascular 
permeability and leakage, making the host susceptible to immune and pulmonary dysfunctions.8
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Various novel or repurposed agents for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infection are under investigation.9,10 Several 
classes of agents, including antiviral agents, ACE2 inhibitors, neutralizing antibodies, and immunomodulators, have been 
evaluated in vitro and in vivo.11–16 One of these, the drug remdesivir (RDS, Veklury®) was approved by the US Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of COVID-19 in patients requiring hospitalization.17 RDS, 
a monophosphoramidate prodrug of an adenosine analog, was originally developed for the treatment of Ebola virus 
and has been since found to inhibit multiple RNA viruses.18–20 The antiviral mechanism of RDS is mediated in two ways. 
For one, a non-canonical RNA nucleotide is inserted into the RNA strand; because this nucleotide is not recognized by 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) during replication, chain elongation is terminated.21 Alternatively, viral 
replication is inhibited when RDS binds to RdRp, thus blocking viral RNA from entering the active site of RdRp.22 

Since RDS is mostly metabolized and cleared by first-pass metabolism, RDS was developed as an injectable 
formulation.23 However, it exhibits poor solubility in water; thus, the commercial product (Veklury®) contains sulfobu-
tylether-beta-cyclodextrin (SBECD) as an excipient to improve solubility.24 Although SBECD is commonly used for the 
improvement of the water solubility and bioavailability of drugs, it is renally cleared and may accumulate in patients with 
reduced renal function.23

Over the last decade, nanotechnology has become a growing strategy for improving the bioavailability and safety of 
drugs. A drug delivery system (DDS) developed using nanotechnology avoids immune recognition and overcomes other 
biological barriers in order to efficiently deliver drugs.25 Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) are a new generation of 
lipid-based nanoparticles. The NLC consists of both solid and liquid lipids and forms structureless matrices, which leads 
to improved drug storage.26 Additionally, owing to the improved drug capacity of NLCs, drug release can be controlled. 
Therefore, using a DDS to deliver RDS would improve the bioavailability and renal safety of this drug. Moreover, 
nanosystems have advantages with regard to SARS-CoV-2 infection and treatment management.27–29 Nanosystems could 
be useful in the prevention and diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection, and in the targeted delivery of therapeutics.27 In 
particular, novel nanosystem-based therapeutics could avoid off-targeting and unnecessary drug ingestion.28 Thus, using 
nanotechnology for RDS would improve its efficacy by working as an efficient DDS.

This study aimed to develop RDS-loaded-NLC (RDS-NLC) to improve the efficacy and bioavailability of RDS. 
We hypothesized that NLC would affect the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle in the host cell; thus, we evaluated the 
therapeutic potential of NLC to determine whether it improves the therapeutic effects of RDS or provides 
a prophylactic effect.

Materials and Methods
Materials
RDS (GS-5734) was purchased from MedChemExpress (St. Louis, MO, USA). Glycerol monostearate (GMS) was 
purchased from KANTO CHEMICAL Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). National formulary grade glyceryl caprylate/ 
caprate (Capmul MCM) was purchased from ABITEC Corporation (Cleveland, OH, USA). Polyoxyethylene 40 
stearate (Myrj52) was a gift from CRODA, Inc. (Snaith, UK). Primary and secondary antibodies against IFA were 
purchased from Genetex (Irvine, CA, USA) and Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA), respectively. 
HPLC-grade acetonitrile (ACN) and methanol were purchased from Samchun Chemical Co. Ltd. (Pyungtaek, 
Korea).

Synthesis of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
RDS-NLC was synthesized using a hot melting method with GMS, Capmul MCM, and Myrj52. Briefly, RDS (5 mg) and 
lipids (105 and 45 mg of GMS and Capmul MCM, respectively) were mixed and heated at 80°C to prepare the lipid 
phase. To prevent solidification of the lipid phase, the aqueous phase was prepared by dissolving Myrj52 (100 mg) in 
distilled water (10 mL) at 80°C. The aqueous phase was added to the lipid phase and the mixture was homogenized at 
15,000 × g for 2 min using a homogenizer (T 25 digital ULTRA-TURRAX®, IKA, Wilmington, NC, USA). The 
homogeneous emulsion was then sonicated at 35% amplitude for 8 min (5/3 s on-off time cycle) using an ultrasonicator 
(Vibra-Cell™; SONICS®, Newtown, CT, USA). The ultrasonicated emulsion (of RDS-NLCs) was placed in an ice bath 
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and cooled at 4°C. Blank NLCs were prepared using the method described above, but without RDS. Table 1 lists the 
composition of the RDS-NLC.

Physicochemical Characterization of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid 
Carriers
Analysis of Particle Size, Zeta Potential, and Morphology
The particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), and zeta potential of the RDS-NLCs were evaluated using 
an electrophoretic laser scattering (ELS) analyzer (ELSZ-2000 series; Otsuka Electronics, Osaka, Japan). Briefly, RDS- 
NLCs were diluted in distilled water (x10) and the particle size and PDI were measured 50 times. All measurements were 
performed in triplicate.

The morphology of the RDS-NLCs was observed using a transmission electron microscope (Tecnai G2 F30; FEI 
Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Briefly, RDS-NLCs were diluted in distilled water, 2 µL of RDS-NLCs was placed on 
the grid, and the morphology was observed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM).

Evaluation of the Encapsulation Efficiency and Drug Loading Capacity of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured 
Lipid Carriers
Encapsulation efficiency (EE) and drug loading capacity (DC) were evaluated using ultrafiltration. Briefly, 1 mL of RDS- 
NLCs was added to a polypropylene tube and centrifuged at 15,000 × g for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant was collected 
and then diluted in ACN. The amount of RDS in the supernatant was measured using ultra-performance liquid 
chromatography - tandem mass spectrometry (UPLC-MS/MS) (1290 series; 6495 triple q; Agilent Technologies, Santa 
Clara, CA, USA). EE and DL were calculated using the following equations:

EE(%)=(Total drug amount (mg)–Amount of RDS in supernatant (mg))/(Total drug amount (mg))×100
DC(%)=(Total drug amount (mg)–Amount of RDS in supernatant (mg))/(Total NLC amount (mg))×100

Differential Scanning Calorimetry, Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy, and X-Ray Diffraction Analyses 
of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), and x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analyses were employed to evaluate changes in the crystalline form of the NLCs and interactions among their 
components. For DCS analysis, 2 mg of RDS-NLC was placed in aluminum pans and heated from 30°C to 150°C. 
The heating rate was set at 10°C /min. DSC thermograms were measured and recorded using a DSC instrument (DSC 
N-650; SCINCO, Seoul, Korea).

For the FT-IR analysis, the interaction between RDS and the formulation components was evaluated using an FT-IR 
spectrometer (ALPHA-P; Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). The spectra were set from 4000 to 500 cm−1.

The changes in the crystalline form of RDS-NLCs were evaluated using an X-ray diffractometer (D8 ADVANCE; 
Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). The diffraction angle was 2θ, and the scanning speed was 0.02°/s in the range of 5–o 50°.

In vitro Release Properties of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
The release properties of RDS and RDS-NLC were evaluated in PBS (pH 7.4) with 2 w/v% sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) 
using a modified dialysis bag membrane diffusion technique.30 The dialysis membrane release technique was used to 
evaluate the release properties. RDS and RDS-NLC (as 2 mg of RDS) were placed into a 7 kDa molecular weight cut off 
(MWCO) dialysis membrane (Viskase, Inc., Lombard, IL, USA). The dialysis membranes were then placed in 50 mL of 
medium while stirring at 150 rpm. Samples were taken at 0.08, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, and 48 h. After sampling, 

Table 1 Composition of the Blank-NLC and RDS-NLC

Formulations RDS (mg) GMS (mg) Capmul MCM (mg) Myrj52 (mg) D.W (mL)

Blank-NLC - 105 45 100 10
RDS-NLC 5 105 45 100 10
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the same volumes of medium were inoculated. All samples were determined using HPLC to evaluate the release profile 
of RDS and RDS-NLC.

Evaluation of Cellular Uptake of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
Cell Culture
Vero E6 (ATCC® CRL-1586), a monkey kidney epithelial cell line, was used to evaluate the cellular uptake of RDS- 
NLCs. Vero cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal 
bovine serum (FBS), 100 units/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO2.

The Cellular Uptake of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
The cellular uptake of RDS-NLCs was evaluated by measuring the amount of RDS in Vero cells. Briefly, cells were seeded 
in 12-well plates at a concentration of 1×105 cells/well. The plates were then incubated at 37°C for 24 h. After incubation, 5 
µM RDS solution or RDS-NLC was added to each well. After 24 h of incubation, the plate was washed three times with cold 
PBS and 0.5 mL of lysis buffer (CETi lysis buffer, TransLab, Daejeon, Korea) was added to each well. The cell lysate was 
then transferred into a tube, and methanol was added to extract RDS. The cell lysate was shaken at 1000 rpm for 10 min and 
centrifuged at 15,000 × g for 20 min at 4°C. The supernatant was injected into the UPLC-MS/MS system, and the amount of 
RDS was measured. The amount of RDS in the Vero cells was normalized using the BCA assay.

Immunofluorescence Imaging of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers in Vero Cells
Fluorescence imaging was used to evaluate the amount of RDS and RDS-NLC in Vero E6 cells. Briefly, Vero E6 cells 
were seeded on a 4-chamber glass slide (SPL, Pocheon, Republic of Korea) at a density 1×105 cells/chamber and cultured 
for 24 h in a 5% CO2 incubator. After they were cultured, the cells were treated with 5 μM of Coumarin-6 (C6) solution 
(as RDS) and C6 labeled RDS-NLC for 24 h. After treatment, the cells were washed with cold PBS 3 times and fixed 
with 4 w/v% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 30 min at RT. After fixation, the cells were stained with mounting solution 
(with DAPI) and observed.

To visualize RDS-NLC in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells, immunofluorescence microscopy was used. Briefly, Vero cells 
were seeded on a 4-chamber glass slide (SPL, Korea) at a density of 1×105 cells per chamber and cultured overnight at 37°C in 
a 5% CO2 incubator. Cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2 at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1 for 1 h at 37°C in a 5% 
CO2 incubator, washed with PBS, and treated with 1 µM RDS-NLC for 24 h. Cells were fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformalde-
hyde (PFA) for 30 min at room temperature (RT), permeabilized with 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 0.03% Triton 
X-100 for 10 min at RT, and blocked with 0.03% Triton X-100 containing 10% normal goat serum (NGS, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) for 30 min at RT. Cells were stained with anti-S (Genetex) and Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG 
secondary antibodies (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA), whereas cellular nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-pheny-
lindole (DAPI, Invitrogen). Images were analyzed using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710, Germany).

Antiviral Effects of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers in SARS-CoV-2 
Infected Cells
Cells and Viruses
Vero E6 (ATCC® CRL-1586) cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; HyClone) supple-
mented with 10% FBS (HyClone) at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. Patient-derived isolate SARS-CoV-2 (hCoV-19/Korea/ 
KCDC-06/2020, hCoV-19/Korea/KDCA51463/2021, hCoV-19/Korea/KDCA55905/2021, hCoV-19/Korea/KDCA119861 / 
2021) was kindly provided by the Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency (KDCA, Osong, Republic of Korea), and 
the working virus stock was propagated in Vero E6 cells.31 The virus-containing supernatants were collected, clarified by 
centrifugation, and aliquots were stored at −80°C until further use. Viral stocks were titrated by plaque assays using Vero E6 
cells as previously described. All experiments using infectious SARS-CoV-2 were performed in a biosafety level-3 facility 
at the Korea Research Institute of Chemical Technology (KRICT), Daejeon, Republic of Korea.
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Antiviral Activity Assay
A CPE-based assay was used to evaluate the antiviral activities of RDS and RDS-NLCs in Vero E6 cells, as previously 
described but with modifications.32 Briefly, Vero E6 cells were seeded at a density of 1×104 cells per well in 96-well 
plates. The next day, after treatment with various concentrations of each drug, cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2 at 
an MOI of 0.05 for 72 hours. Cell viability at the endpoint was measured using the CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution 
Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS, Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Absorbance was measured at 490 nm (A490) using 
a SynergyTM H1 multi-mode microplate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). To determine the EC50 (half effective 
concentration) and CC50 (half cytotoxic concentration), GraphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad Software, USA) was used, and was 
set to the following non-linear regression equation: log (inhibitor) vs response-variable slope (four parameters curve).

Viral Plaque Assay
To determine the infectious SARS-CoV-2 titers, a plaque assay was performed.32 Briefly, 2×105 Vero E6 cells/well were 
added to 48-well plates and incubated overnight at 37°C. The supernatants were treated with various concentrations of 
each drug after harvesting, and serially diluted (10-fold) test samples were used to infect cells. After incubation for 1 h at 
37°C for adsorption, cells were washed with PBS or plain DMEM, and overlay media with DMEM containing 0.8% 
agarose was added. After incubation for 72 h at 37°C, cells were stained with 0.05% crystal violet solution for plaque- 
forming staining and plaque counting, and analyses were performed using ImmunoSpot (Cellular Technology Ltd., 
Shaker Heights, OH, USA).

Reverse Transcription-Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction Assay
For intracellular viral RNA quantification, RT-qPCR was performed.33 Briefly, total cellular RNA was extracted from cell 
lysates using an RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The SARS- 
CoV-2 viral RNA load was quantified using a SuperScript III Platinum® SYBR® Green One-Step RT-PCR kit 
(Invitrogen), with a primer set targeting the SARS-CoV-2 receptor-binding domain (RBD) gene (sense 5′-CAATG 
GTTTAACAGGCACAGG-3′ and antisense 5′-CTCAAGTGTCTGTGGAT CACG-3′). Relative SARS-CoV-2 viral 
RNA expression levels were calculated using the ΔΔCT method, and β-actin was used as an endogenous control.

Effects of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers on the Life Cycle of 
SARS-CoV-2
To determine the mode of action of RDS-NLC, a time-of-drug-addition assay was performed.32 Briefly, Vero E6 cells 
were seeded at a density of 2×105 cells per well in 12-well plates and incubated overnight at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells 
were infected with SARS-CoV-2 at 1 MOI and independently treated with 10 μM RDS and 2 μM RDS-NLC at −2 (pre), 
0 (co), and 2 h (post). Culture supernatants were harvested 24 h post-infection to measure the plaque assay for infectious 
SARS-CoV-2 titers.

Pharmacokinetic Evaluation of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
Animal Experiments
The pharmacokinetic properties of RDS-NLCs were evaluated in male Sprague Dawley rats (SD rats), aged 7 weeks. 
Animals were purchased from Nara-Biotec (Seoul, Korea). The rats weighed 250–300 g and were housed under a 12 
h dark/light cycle at 22°C and 55% relative humidity. Food and water were provided ad libitum. All animal studies were 
performed in accordance with the “Guidelines for Use of Animals” established by the Chungnam National University 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Daejeon, Korea). This study was approved by the Chungnam National 
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (No. 202009-CNU-130).

Animals (12 rats) were acclimated for a week and divided into two groups: RDS solution and RDS-NLC (6 rats for 
each group). They fasted for 12 h before the injection of RDS or RDS-NLC. The RDS solution (dissolved in 
sulfobutylether-β-cyclodextrin) and RDS-NLCs were intravenously injected into rats at a dose of 10 mg/kg. After the 
injection of RDS solution and RDS-NLCs, whole blood was collected into an EDTA tube at predetermined time points 
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(0, 0.09, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 h). Blood was centrifuged at 1500 × g for 10 min, and plasma was collected. 
Plasma samples were stored at −70°C prior to RDS analysis.

Remdesivir and Nucleoside Metabolites in Plasma Samples
RDS is a prodrug that is metabolized into several metabolites. First, RDS is rapidly metabolized into an intermediate 
alanine metabolite (GS-704277), which is subsequently transformed into the nucleoside monophosphate form. The 
nucleoside monophosphate form is converted to either a pharmacologically active triphosphate form (GS-443902) or 
nucleoside metabolite (GS-441524), and GS-441524 was reported to exhibit a more persistent plasma level. Thus, we 
determined the concentrations of RDS and GS-441524 in plasma samples.

RDS and nucleoside metabolites were extracted from rat plasma using the liquid-to-liquid extraction (LLE) method, 
and the amount of RDS and metabolites in the plasma was determined using UPLC-MS/MS. Briefly, 100 µL of plasma 
was dispersed into a tube, and 300 µL of internal standard solution (IS, carbamazepine 10 ng/mL in methanol) was 
added. The mixture was then shaken for 10 min and centrifuged at 15,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant (100 
µL) was filtered through a syringe filter (0.22 μm). The filtered supernatant (2 µL) was injected into the UPLC-MS/MS 
system.

To validate the bioanalytical method for RDS and GS-441524, rat plasma was spiked with RDS or GS-441524 and 
the precision/accuracy (inter- and intra-day) of the bioanalytical method was evaluated.

Ultra-Performance Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry
To determine RDS and GS-441524 in plasma, UPLC-MS/MS (Agilent 1290 series and 6495 Triple Quad system, 
Agilent) was used, and the bioanalytical method for both RDS and GS-441524 was partially validated using rat plasma. 
Kinetex® 2.6 μm XB-C18 100Å column (50 × 2.1 mm, 2.6 μm; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) was used, and the 
mobile phase consisted of 5 mM ammonium acetate aqueous solution (A) and HPLC-grade methanol (B). The gradient 
elution was set as 0–0.3 min: 0%, 0.3–2.3 min: 0 to 60%, 2.3–2.4 min: 60 to 70%, 2.4–3.3 min: 70%, 3.3–3.32 min: 70 to 
0%, and 3.32–4.3 min: 0%; and the flow rate was 0.4 mL/min. RDS, GS-441524, and the IS (m/z = 602.2, 291.2, and 
273, respectively) were observed at m/z 202.2, 200.2 and 194, respectively. The gas temperature and flow rate were set at 
290°C and 11 L/min, respectively. The entrance voltage was set to 5 kV. The optimized collision energies were 19 and 20 
eV for GS-441524 and IS, respectively.

Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Data were analyzed using a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test 
and one-way analysis of variance ANOVA. Statistical significance was set as P < 0.05. Pharmacokinetic parameters for 
intravenous injection were determined individually as a non-compartmental model using WinNonlin 8.1 software 
(Pharsight, Princeton, NJ, USA). Statistical comparison of PK parameters was performed using Student’s t-test.

Results and Discussion
Characterization of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
In the application of nanotechnology to drug delivery, it is important to understand the relationship between the 
physicochemical properties of nanoparticles and their bioactivity. Thus, we evaluated the physicochemical properties 
of RDS-NLCs to determine the influence of the characteristics of the nanoparticles on their bioactivity.

Analysis of Particle Size, Zeta Potential, and Morphology
The size and heterogeneity of the nanoparticles play an important role in their delivery efficiency and in the fate of the 
drug in vivo. In particular, the size of the nanoparticles can directly affect their interactions with the cell membrane, 
including interactions such as adhesion, endocytosis, and membrane disruption. Therefore, the cellular internalization of 
nanoparticles strongly depends on their size. While there is no limit or standard range of size for the cellular 
internalization of nanoparticles, it has been reported that diameters of approximately 60 nm are optimal for active uptake 
in the cell.34 However, nanoparticles larger than 200 nm tend to activate the complement system and are cleared via the 
reticuloendothelial system in the kidney or liver.35 Moreover, nanoparticles <10 nm are prone to filtration via the kidney; 
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thus, nanoparticles ranging between 10 and 200 nm are sufficient to enhance the permeability and retention (EPR) effect 
and avoid rapid renal filtration or clearance by the reticuloendothelial system.34,36

We developed RDS-NLC using the hot melting method, previously published by our team.37 The size of RDS-NLC, 
developed using glycerol monostearate (GMS, lipid), Capmul MCM, and Myrj52 (surfactant), was 143.00 ± 0.60 nm 
(Figure 1). TEM observations revealed the spherical shape of NLC (Figure 1b), and the size distribution was evaluated 
by calculating the polydispersity index (PDI). The PDI of these RDS-NLCs was 0.196, indicating its homogeneity. 
A narrow PDI and a homogeneous hydrodynamic size distribution improve the safety and efficacy of nanoparticles. In 
lipid-based carriers such as liposomes and NLCs, a PDI <0.3 is considered acceptable and indicates monodispersity.38 

Thus, the nanosized (approximately 140 nm) RDS-NLC was homogeneously manufactured in this study.
Zeta potential is the electrical potential at the shear plane and indicates the degree of electrostatic repulsion. Both 

positively and negatively charged nanoparticles have advantages; for example, positively charged nanoparticles show 
a strong electrostatic interaction with mucus, which is negatively charged.39 However, positively charged nanoparticles 
may increase cytotoxicity.40,41 Neutral or slightly negatively charged nanoparticles have been shown to significantly 
prolong circulating time in the bloodstream and clear more slowly after an IV injection of nanoparticles.42,43 In this study, 
we aimed to develop an RDS-NLC for IV injection, and the zeta-potentials of the blank-NLCs and RDS-NLC were −6.41 
± 0.94 and −6.84 ± 0.59 mV, respectively (Figure 1c). Therefore, the RDS-NLCs would remain in the bloodstream for 
a longer time than RDS would. Collectively, our results indicate that the negatively charged spherical nanosized RDS- 
NLCs may enhance cellular uptake and circulation time in the body.

Figure 1 Physicochemical properties of RDS-NLC. (a) Size and particle size distribution and (b) Transmission electron microscope images of RDS-NLC. (c) Particle size and 
zeta potential of Blank-NLC and RDS-NLC.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry, Fourier Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy, and X-Ray Diffraction Analyses 
of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
Encapsulation efficiency (EE) is an important therapeutic and economic parameter that can affect drug efficiency; 
therefore, the production method should be optimized to maximize EE.44 The EE value of the RDS-NLC was calculated 
to be 99.94%, indicating that almost all RDSs were entrapped into the NLC.

To evaluate the thermodynamic variations of RDS-NLC, we assessed the DCS of RDS, blank-NLC, RDS-NLC, and NLC 
ingredients. RDS showed peaks at 129°C and 137°C, and endothermic peaks of NLC ingredients were observed at 62°C and 
48°C for GMS and Myrj52, respectively (Figure 2a). When the DSC of the RDS-NLC and blank-NLC were measured, the 
endothermic peaks of the RDS, GMS, and Myrj52 were not observed, suggesting that the crystal structures of the lipids and 
surfactants were modified by the NLC. Moreover, the RDS was completely solubilized in the NLCs as the RDS peak was not 
observed in the RDS-NLCs, indicating that the crystallinity of the RDS was significantly decreased with NLCs.

To confirm the changes in the RDS crystallinity, we evaluated the XRD pattern of the RDS-NLCs. Figure 2b displays 
the XRD patterns of the RDS, RDS-NLC, blank-NLC, and NLC ingredients. For the ingredients, sharp peaks of the lipid 
and surfactant were observed at 2θ of 19° and 23°, and these peak intensities decreased in the RDS-NLC and Blank- 
NLC. This indicates that the crystallinity of the lipid and surfactant was lowered in the NLCs, reflecting the less-ordered 
structure of the ingredients. Moreover, RDS peaks were not detected in RDS-NLCs, indicating that RDS was stabilized in 
an amorphous form in NLCs. Therefore, RDS was successfully entrapped in the lipid cores of the NLCs.

We evaluated the potential interactions between RDS and the ingredients using FT-IR spectroscopy. FT-IR is used to 
reveal the surface adsorption of functional groups on nanoparticles.45 FT-IR spectra are displayed in Figure 2c. RDS 
showed a peak at 3171 cm−1, indicating N-H stretching. GMS showed peaks for O-H, C-H, and C=O were observed at 
2914, 2849, and 1729 cm−1, respectively. Moreover, these peaks were assigned to the physical mixture, blank-NLCs, and 
RDS-NLCs. The peak corresponding to C=O (1729 cm−1) was reduced in the RDS-NLCs compared to that in GMS, 
indicating that RDS was entrapped in lipid matrices, such as GMS and Myrj52. In addition, there were no specific or new 
bands in RDS-NLCs, indicating the absence of chemical interactions. Collectively, these results indicate that RDS was 
encapsulated in the amorphous form in NLC and dissolved in lipid matrices.

Figure 2 Physicochemical properties of RDS-NLC. (a) Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermogram. (b) X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern. (c) Fourier transform- 
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) of RDS, physical mixture, glycerol monostearate (GMS,) Myrj52, Blank-NLC, and RDS-NLC.
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In vitro Release of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
Drug release is an important factor in evaluating the extent and rate of drug availability in the body. Therefore, the 
evaluation of drug release kinetics helps predict the effective maintenance level of drugs in the body. To reveal 
the in vitro and in vivo correlation, the release kinetics should be assessed with appropriate mathematical models.46 

Thus, the release mechanism of RDS-NLCs was evaluated using mathematical models, such as the zero-order, first-order, 
Higuchi, Hixson-Crowell, and Korsmeyer-Peppas models.

The release profiles of RDS and RDS-NLC are shown in Figure 3. In a PBS (pH 7.4) medium containing 2 w/v% 
SLS, the cumulative release values of RDS and RDS-NLC were 91.12 ± 6.76 and 37.21 ± 4.22%, respectively, at 24 
h (Figure 3a), and 63.75 ± 5.65% of RDS-NLC was released at 48 h. RDS-NLCs showed a sustained release property 
compared to RDS. When the release profile of RDS was fitted using mathematical models, the R2 values for the zero- 
order, first-order, Higuchi, Hixson-Crowell, and Korsmeyer-Peppas models were 0.91, 0.99, 0.98, 0.99, and 0.81, 
respectively. Based on these values, the first-order model showed the best fit for RDS. Moreover, the first-order model 
was the most suitable for describing the release pattern of RDS-NLCs. Based on first-order kinetics, the release rate is 
concentration-dependent, indicating that the released amount of drug tends to decrease over time.47 This means that the 
released RDS from RDS-NLC is proportional to the amount of RDS remaining in NLC. Therefore, the RDS-NLCs 
showed a sustained release profile, which was proportional to the decrease in RDS over time.

In vitro Antiviral Activity of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers Against 
SARS-CoV-2 and Variants in Vero Cells
To compare the antiviral activity of RDS and RDS-NLCs against SARS-CoV-2, drug dose-response curve analyses 
were performed in Vero E6 cells using a CPE-based assay (Figure 4a). In SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero cells, RDS 
and RDS-NLC demonstrated potent antiviral activity with EC50 values of 1.6 μM and 0.16 μM, respectively. 

Figure 3 In vitro release profiles of RDS and RDS-NLC. (a) Cumulative release of RDS from RDS and RDS-NLC in PBS containing 2 w/v% SLS (pH 7.4). (b–f) Release 
kinetic model fitness of RDS and RDS-NLC using zero-order, first-order, Higuchi-, Hixson-Crowell, and Korsmeyer-Peppas models.
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However, the Blank-NLC only treatment showed no antiviral activity. Similarly, dose-dependent inhibition of viral 
replication was determined using plaque assay and RT-qPCR (Figures 4b and c). Administration of 10 μM RDS and 
1 μM RDS-NLC resulted in total suppression of viral particle production, whereas 1 μM RDS and 0.1 μM RDS- 
NLC resulted in a minimal reduction of viral titers. Consistent with the reduction in viral titers, a dose-dependent 
reduction in the intracellular viral genome was detected by RT-qPCR in Vero cells treated with RDS or RDS-NLC. 
Complete inhibition of intracellular viral mRNA synthesis was observed following treatment with either 10 μM or 3 
μM RDS, and 1 μM RDS-NLC. To test the broad-spectrum activity of RDS and RDS-NLCs against SARS-CoV-2 
variants, drug dose-response curve analyses were performed against alpha-, beta-, and delta- SARS-CoV-2 variants 
(Figure 4d). In Vero cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 variants, RDS and RDS-NLC demonstrated antiviral activity 
with EC50 values of 2.6 μM and 0.42 μM for alpha-variants, 3.7 μM and 0.45 μM for beta-variants, and 2.5 μM and 
0.27 μM for delta-variants, respectively (Figure 4e and f). Notably, RDS-NLCs exhibited a 10-fold higher activity 
than RDS. Taken together, these data indicate that RDS-NLCs inhibit SARS-CoV-2 and variant infection in Vero 
cells by reducing the production of infectious viral particles and the synthesis of viral RNA significantly more 
efficiently than RDS does.

Evaluation of the Cellular Uptake of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid 
Carriers
To evaluate the cellular uptake of RDS-NLCs in Vero cells, we first evaluated intercellular RDS-NLCs using fluorescence 
microscopy and FAC, and then quantified RDS metabolites in Vero cells. Fluorescent images after treatment with the 
labeled RDS-NLCs and C6 solution are shown in Figure 4a. A small amount of C6 solution (green signal) was observed 
in Vero cells after treatment with C6 solution for 24 h. In contrast, an RDS-NLC signal was observed in the cytoplasm of 
Vero cells after RDS-NLC treatment (Figure 5a), indicating that RDS-NLCs were condensed and localized in the 
cytoplasm. Moreover, FAC analysis revealed that RDS-NLCs showed a higher fluorescence intensity than the C6 
solution (Figure 5b).

β

Figure 4 Antiviral effects of RDS and RDS-NLC against SARS-CoV-2 and variants. (a) Antiviral effect of RDS and RDS-NLC in SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero cells. (b) 
Comparison of plaque titer between various concentrations of RDS and RDS-NLC. (c) Quantification of viral RNA (S-protein) after treatment with various concentrations 
of RDS or RDS-NLC. (d-f) Antiviral effects of RDS and RDS-NLC in SARS-CoV-2 alpha-, beta-, and delta-variants. Data are presented as mean ± SD. **P < 0.01 versus 
control. ***P < 0.005 versus control. ****P < 0.0001 versus control. Conc., concentration; RDS, remdesivir.
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To compare the differences in uptake between RDS and RDS-NLCs, the amount of RDS uptake in Vero cells was 
quantified after treatment with RDS or RDS-NLCs. RDS is extensively metabolized to active metabolites, such as alanine 
metabolite (GS-704277), nucleoside monophosphate, and active nucleoside triphosphate.48 The nucleoside monopho-
sphate is then dephosphorylated to form the nucleoside analog, GS-441524, which is the predominant circulating 
metabolite in plasma.10,49 Therefore, we determined the amount of nucleoside analog (GS-441524) to assess the 
intercellular uptake of RDS and RDS-NLC. Figure 5c illustrates the amount of GS-441524 after RDS or RDS-NLC 
treatments in Vero cells. In the RDS group, the amount of GS-441524 peaked at 1 h, then decreased, and remained 
constant over time (4, 8, and 24 h). In contrast, the internalization of RDS-NLC increased and was maintained over time, 
indicating that RDS-NLC has a lag phase for cellular uptake. The uptake in the RDS-NLC group was significantly higher 

Figure 5 Cellular uptake of RDS-NLC. (a) Fluorescent images of RDS-NLC (C6 labeled RDS-NLC, green signal) in Vero cells after 24 h of treatment. (b) Flow cytometry 
histograms of C6 solution (red) and RDS-NLC (green). Cells were incubated for 24 h. (c) Normalized amount of RDS metabolite (GS-441524) after treatments with RDS or 
RDS-NLC in Vero cells. (d) Immunofluorescent images of C6 labeled RDS-NLC in SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero cells. (e) Viral titer after treatment with RDS or RDS-NLC at 
different time points [pre-treatment (−2 h), co-treatment (0 h), and post-treatment (2 h)] in SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero cells. Data are presented as mean ± SD. *P < 0.05. 
**P < 0.01. ***P < 0.005.
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than that in the RDS group at 4, 8, and 24 h. RDS is adapted from ProTide (prodrug approach) to enhance transmembrane 
diffusion.50 Therefore, RDS can cross the cell membrane by simple diffusion. In contrast, nanoparticles, including NLC, 
are internalized in the cell via different endocytic pathways.51 We confirmed that RDS-NLC and RDS were transported 
into the cell differently, and showed that NLC enhances both the cellular uptake and retention of RDS in the cell.

To evaluate the intracellular distribution of RDS-NLC in SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero cells, a cellular uptake assay 
was performed. The confocal microscopic images revealed that RDS-NLCs were present in the cytoplasm but not in the 
nucleus, even under viral infection conditions (Figure 5d). NLC enhanced the intercellular uptake and retention of RDS 
in the cell; thus, it can potentially improve antiviral efficacy and safety by reducing the clinical dose of RDS.

Effect of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers on the Life Cycle of 
SARS-CoV-2
To determine which step of the life cycle of SARS-CoV-2 was affected by RDS and RDS-NLCs, Vero cells were infected 
with SARS-CoV-2 and treated with RDS or RDS-NLCs. The viral titers were then quantified at different time points: pre- 
treatment (−2 h), co-treatment (0 h), and post-treatment (2 h). As shown in Figure 5e, the RDS treatments before and 
after infection resulted in similar viral titers, whereas the co-treatment showed a slightly higher viral titer. In contrast, the 
viral titer of the RDS-NLCs infected with SARS-CoV-2 was significantly lower at co-treatment than pre- or post- 
treatment. These results suggest that RDS-NLCs interact directly with viral particles or entry, and this effect may be 
mediated by NLC. Because the virus membrane originates in the cell phospholipid bilayer membrane, the presence of 
NLC particles in the extracellular space allows NLCs to interact with both viral particles and cell surface membranes. 
Additional studies are needed to further evaluate NLC-associated antiviral effects.

Pharmacokinetics of Remdesivir-Loaded Nanostructured Lipid Carriers
We evaluated the pharmacokinetics of RDS-NLCs by injecting RDS and RDS-NLCs in rats. After IV injections of RDS 
or RDS-NLC at a dose of 10 mg/kg, the plasma concentration of the RDS metabolite was determined by UPLC-MS/MS. 
The time vs plasma concentration plot is illustrated in Figure 6. RDS was not detected in the plasma after RDS or RDS- 
NLCs injections in rats. As shown in Figure 5, GS-441524 was detectable in the plasma for up to 12 h in both the RDS 
and RDS-NLC groups. Remarkably, the GS-441524 plasma concentration in the RDS-NLC group was superior to that in 
the RDS group for 12 h. Moreover, a comparison of the pharmacokinetic parameters of the RDS and RDS-NLCs 
(Table 2) revealed that the Cmax and area under the curve (AUC)0–24 in the RDS-NLC group were approximately 2.3 and 
2.1 fold higher than those in the RDS group, respectively, whereas the Cl/F ratio was significantly decreased in the RDS- 
NLC group. Therefore, RDS-NLCs were better absorbed than RDS, and the NLCs increased the bioavailability of RDS 
by approximately 211%.

Figure 6 Plasma concentration of GS-441524 after the injection of RDS (circle) and RDS-NLC (square) injections (10 mg/kg) in rats.
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Conclusion
In this study, we developed and evaluated RDS-loaded NLCs to assess their potential use as carriers, and evaluated the 
carrier effect to elucidate the impact of NLC on the life cycle of SARS-CoV-2. We demonstrated that NLC technology 
enhances the antiviral efficacy of RDS by improving its cellular uptake, retention, and bioavailability in vivo. In addition, 
NLC inhibited SARS-CoV-2 entry into the cell, thereby potentiating the antiviral efficacy of RDS. Although further 
studies are needed to further evaluate NLC-associated antiviral effects, the NLCs interacted directly with viral particles 
or entry. Therefore, the NLC showed the prophylactic effect against SARS-CoV-2. Thus, the application of NLC against 
SARS-CoV-2 may be a beneficial strategy for improving the antiviral effects of antiviral agents as well as preventing 
SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, further mechanism study is needed to clarify the prophylactic effect of NLC against 
SARS-CoV-2.
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